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RS Stock number 627-4572 

RS, Professionally Approved Products, gives you professional quality parts across all products categories. Our range has 
been testified by engineers as giving comparable quality to that of the leading brands without paying a premium price. 

Description: 
 
Converter for serial port connection up to 1.2 km over a twisted pair cable. 
Operates in auto-powered or powered mode (supplied with USB power supply cable). 
Can be configured in DCE mode or DTE mode. 
Used to create a mini network on RS232 serial ports for up to 32 users. 
Connection in Half duplex (2 wires) and Full duplex (4 wires). 
RS485 connection to 5-wire terminal (T+; T-; R+; R-; GND). 
RS232 connection to DB25 Female connector, supplied with DB25M - DB9F mini-adapter. 
 
Specifications: 
 
Connector A:    D-sub, 25-Pin (Serial) Female 
Connector A Gender:   Female 
Connector A Type:   D-sub, 25-Pin (Serial) 
Connector B:    D-sub, 9-Pin (Serial) 
Connector B Type:   D-sub, 9-Pin (Serial)  
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http://uk.rs-online.com/web/p/interface-adapters/6274572/?searchTerm=6274572&relevancy-data=636F3D3126696E3D4931384E525353746F636B4E756D6265724D504E266C753D656E266D6D3D6D61746368616C6C26706D3D5E5C647B367D247C5E5C647B377D247C5E5C647B31307D2426706F3D313426736E3D592673743D52535F53544F434B5F4E554D4245522677633D4E4F4E45267573743D3632373435373226
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Applications:
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Applications detail wiring:

Contention control by RTS from DTE system or by CTS from DCE system
In a multi-drop environment, the contention control is an effective way to avoid the contention problems caused by data 
collision when two devices are simultaneously attempting to transmit data. This unit uses a tri-positioned slide switch to control 
the contention by referring the RTS or CTS status. At T-RTS,R-ON position, an enabled RTS will turn on the transmitter. A 
disabled RTS will turn off the transmitter. The receiver is always enabled. This position is for full duplex with multi-drop 
environment. At T-ON, R-ON position the transmitter and receiver are always enabled. This position is for full duplex with 
point to point. At T-RTS, R-/RTS position, an enabled RTS will turn on the transmitter and turn off the receiver. A disabled 
RTS will turn off the transmitter and turn on the receiver. This position is for half duplex, point to point or multi-drop 
environment. 

Installation instructions:
1.Plug converter securely into the business device.2.Ensure switches are set in accordance position. 3.Connect RS-422/485 wires to
the 5-terminal block with AWG 24 gauge twist pair cable. 4. Check the power LED, it should be lit. The unit is ready for operation. 5
In the RS-485 multi-drop mode, terminal resistor are optional depending upon cable length, data rate, fan outs etc. If used, resistor
value about 1K ohm. The terminal resistor should be located at approximate opposite ends of the system.

If system fails to work:1.check to see if power is available.2.check converter to see if it is plugged securely into business 
device.3.check connection on the cable 4.check slide switches are on the proper position. 5.check to see two systems are same data 
format, data rate etc. 6.in multi-drop mode, make sure that contention control setting are correct.

Loop back test:

To test the internal circuitry of the interface converter, connect a dumb terminal to the unit and proceed following steps: 1.Set 
DTE/DCE switch to DCE (terminal is a DTE device). 2.Set the contention control switch to T-ON, R-ON position. 3.Wiring 5-
terminal block #1 to #3, #2 to #4 for loop back testing. 4.Set the terminal to full duplex and key-in data which will be echoed on 
the terminal screen. If data is echoed and correct, then the unit is a good one.
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